
Due to copyright laws, SHARING/COPYING OF PATTERNS IS PROHIBITED. A pattern must 
be purchased to attend classes at Cinnamon’s. Please do not ask CQS Staff to make a copy of 
any pattern. Your cooperation is appreciated. Thank you!  

Zola Quilt 

Mondays, April 2, 9 and 16, 2018  
6:00-9:00pm 
Instructor: Michele Maron 

Supplies to bring to class: 
Pattern included in class 

Fabric requirements:  
2/3 yard of the pink tone on tone fabric and includes the binding  
1/2 yard of the pink and green (inside border and piecing)  
1/8 of a yard of the tone on tone green used in piecing  
1/4 yard of the smaller pink and green floral (piecing and 2 small blocks in quilt center)  
1/4 yard of the white floral on pink for (piecing and 2 small blocks in quilt center  
1 1/3 yard of larger floral on pink background (piecing and large pink floral block in quilt 
center) and border  
3/8 of a yard of floral on dark green background used for 2 smaller blocks in quilt center 
and piecing.  
1/4 yard of pink and green raindrops  
1/2 yard of large floral on lighter green background used as a large block on bottom left 
of quilt center and 2 small blocks as well as piecing  
1/8 yard of light green swirls on dark pink background used in piecing(snails)  
1 3/8 yard of white for sashing, piecing and borders  
Back: 3 3/4 yards  

The requirements using the fabrics in the quilt are just to give you an idea of what is 
used where in the quilt to help you make decisions in selecting your fabrics for the quilt.  

Supplies:  
A sewing machine that you are familiar with - bobbin winding, changing needles, 
threading, etc.  
1/4 inch foot  
Pins (your best friend)  
Scissors  
Rotary cutter with a sharp or new blade  
Cutting mat  
6 1/2 by 24 inch ruler  
Sewing notions that you enjoy using  
Baggies from Dollar Store for storing like pieces ( OPTIONAL)  
Pencil and paper for labeling  

I will bring snacks, but feel free to to bring something for your dinner if you'd like - if 
you're like me, you're starving after work. This quilt will be great fun to make! 


